
The importance 
of design and

digital innovation.

Art of Communication:



“GOVERNMENT 
WEBSITES

ARE CRAP...”

What people say:



Why do they say this?:

• People buy with their eyes 
• They expect engagement 
• Audiences buy into brands
• They need recognition
• They need to feel wanted



(look to others)

The world’s greatest designers
made you buy into their brands.



“It's really hard to design products by 
focus groups. A lot of times, people 
don't know what they want until 
you show it to them." [steve jobs]

The evolution of the tablet!



Devices make the user expect more... 
they are more savvy than ever before.

“Yeah, but the user interface is rubbish...”, 12 year old.



Mobile devices have raised the bar 
and lowered the attention span.

Smartphone ownership is growing exponentially. 

More than half of smartphone users use the device 
to browse the internet. 

customers non customers

60%

40%

internet usage 
within mobile 
devices



For this reason, the architectural and 
aesthetic design of your online 

project now needs to adapt.

Your design should adapt to the user’s 
environment and expectations or run 
the risk of disconnecting them from 

your business offering.



Responsive design. 

Personal computer to mobile device.



Responsive design. 

Personal computer to mobile device.



Case study - Westpac Ruby Connection:

Design is not simply about 
graphics, it is about creating 

a user experience.



UX Case study - Westpac Ruby Connection:



UX Case study - Westpac Ruby Connection:



CASE STUDY - RUBY CONNECTION
GOALS 
Existing product not performing.

ISSUE 
Customers were not engaged.

RESEARCH 
They wanted to ‘own’ the brand and 
contribute.

GOAL 
Increase from 4,000 active users to 
10,000 > 9 months.

STRATEGY UNDERTAKINGS
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UX Case study - Westpac Brand Site:



UX Case study - Westpac Brand Site:



UX Case study - Westpac Brand Site:



UX Case study - Lings cars:



Case study - Ask The Butcher Brand:

Design is not simply 
about graphics, it is about 
establishing a brand with 

your audience.



Case study - Ask The Butcher Brand:



Case study - Ask The Butcher Brand:



Design is about innovation...

Dandelion











Design influences 
which book you take off the shelf, 

which cereal you choose to try, 
which button you click next 

and which site you choose to revisit... 

Art of Communication:



Design creates the feeling your 
audience get, the moment they 

interact with your product... 

Make it a feeling worth 
sharing with others. 

Art of Communication:




